The rare decay mode~' -+ two electron pairs is investigated as a possible means of directly measuring the 7f' spin; chief consideration is given to the case of spin 2, since the occurrence of the two-photon decay requires the spin to be 0 or &~2. If the angle between the planes of the two pairs is denoted by @, the distribution in d is proportional to (1+1cos2@). For spin 2, X is calculated to be +0.001, while for 2, only the restriction -0.19()«0 is found; this is to be compared with the values for spina 0+ (previously calculated by Kroll and %ada} of +0.19.The rate of occurrence of events in which the two pairs share the energy quite unequally is also calculated. It is found that a small value of~X ( for spin 2 should be accompanied by a value of this rate and of the ratio (so -+ 4e)/(2' -+ 2y) both considerably greater' than for spins 0+, while for large )k ) or for spin 2+ these quantities should be close to the spin 0+ values.
I. INTRODUCTION for double external conversion in present hydrogen chambers, but gives a much larger correlation, at least for the case of spin zero' where the correlation function is (1+0.19 cos2$). Since several experiments are now being planned to determine the~' parity from this process, it is of interest to consider the correlation which would be expected for a nonzero xo spin, and whether these experiments can hope to confirm spin zero for the x'. Chief consideration will be given below to spin two (the two-photon decay precludes spin one').
A T the present time, the spin and parity of the m' have not been directly established. Probably the strongest argument at present that the x' is pseudoscalar comes from the property of charge independence now rather well verified for pion-nucleon processes. '
Since the members of an isotopic spin multiplet have the same spatial quantum numbers, the fact that charged pions are established to have spin and parity 0 -provides a strong argument that the neutral pion is also pseudoscalar. However, a direct demonstration of the m spin and parity is very desirable, As pointed out by Yang, ' information on the parity can be obtained from the correlation between the planes of polarization of the two photons emitted in the decay m' -+ 2y. In principle, this correlation can be determined by observing the correlation between the planes of the two electron pairs produced by the photons through interaction with the Coulomb fields of nuclei. ' For those events where the two electrons of each pair make equal angles with the photon direction, Yang calculated the correlation for spin zero to be (1&2's cos2&), where the sign is the same as the parity of the Ir', and p is the angle between the planes of the electron pairs. However, a recent calculation by Karlson' shows that if this restriction is not imposed, i.e. , if electron pairs of all possible configurations are included, then the correlation is only (1&0. 0091 cos2&). Even for sr' production in a hydrogen bubble chamber (for example, by sr +p capture), this experiment appears scarcely feasible because, on the one hand, this correlation is so weak, and, on the other, the probability for conversion of both photons within the chamber is very low for hydrogen chambers of present dimensions. However, the "doubleinternal-conversion" decay process (sr'~two electron pairs) has a probability which is comparable with that II. GENERAL The m -photon interaction must be of the form 3C'= geo"II""=geo"$(D, F) (Ds-p) j", .
Here C»" is the symmetric, traceless, zero-divergence tensor representing a spin-two' m', P p is the electro- (1) x2 -& -x2, inversion of the x2 axis. Under this operation, the functions f3, gp, and hp are unchanged, as are (aII+a22) and 833 whereas (a,2 -u21) reverses sign.
Since this operation leaves CP= (3/2)'*(C"+C") unchanged for even x' parity, but reverses its sign for odd parity, it follows from the invariance of 3C' that corresponding to (2) (5) t which follow from invariance under operations (1) and (2)). The combination of odd spin and odd parity is excluded by the occurrence of two-photon decay. '
For the emission of two real photons, it will now be shown that Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) (i) , and with the photon propagators g &g~'/k"2(1) k"2(2) for the process (ii). "Partial conversion coeKcients" p(213,&) may now be defined by p(223, y)dy=-W3, (223,y)tfIt/Q"W2, (m), (7) where W2~(212) is the total probability per unit time for decay to two real photons from the state m and We, (2w, p)dp is the differential probability per unit time for decay from the state m to two electron pairs whose planes make an angle between p and g+~. A calculation, the details of which will not be given here The constant C is inversely proportional to the denominator of (7) 
y=C'""e»~(Ops F, )F"s 2(8pF, )(8 F~P).
- (10) The f;, g;, and hp for these interactions are given in Table I .
It is seen that the simplest interaction for 2+ yields an fp which vanishes for Xt --Xs=O Lsee Eqs. (9) Table II .
As expected, the departure of X from -0.19 for the spin 2 interactions considered in Table II (6) and (9)). 
